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WATER DAMAGE
PROTECTION

THICKER WOOD,
LASTING SATISFACTION

ASSURANCE IN
EVERY HINGE

Flood Defense and Height Adjustment: Our PVC legs
with adjustable height offers proactive water damage
protection. Unlike traditional cabinets that suffer
complete damage, ours need only a single finish
replacement for long-term durability.

Elevate your standard with our robust 3/4-inch wood.
Unparalleled quality, long-term contentment assured,
and our product also features anti-mildew protection to
keep your space free from unwanted moisture.

Tranquility is paramount. Backed by a 3-year warranty,
our premium Italian hinges and slides address Dealers’
concerns about component durability and reliability.
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THE BEST MOTION
TECHNOLOGIES
Our cabinets feature advanced soft close
technology on drawers and doors, providing gentle
and silent closing. Say goodbye to noisy and
slammed cabinets. Experience a new level of
convenience. O
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MODERN CABINETS,
DOOR SWAP
Explore enhanced storage with spacious drawers and
refined cabinets. Elevate functionality while embracing
impeccable aesthetics.

ELEGANCE IN
FLEXIBILITY
Gray box versatility adds sophistication, integrating
perfectly with various door colors. Our gray boxes
provide door color flexibility, allowing personalized
combinations. This ensures a premium finish
radiating elegance and sophistication.



HIGH-END CABINETS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES

SHAKER
CABINETS

EURO-MODERN
CABINETS

Maintain the tradition with our Shaker-style
cabinets boasting durability and timeless
elegance

Our European-style cabinets exude
elegance, a perfect fit for design
enthusiasts.



FLAT COLLECTION
Flat design allows you to choose an external handle
that best matches your kitchen design.
Frameless cabinets, as opposed to standard framed
cabinets, provide more customizing options, important
storage space, and flexible shelves.

In addition, they provide your kitchen a modern, sleek
appearance that is appropriate for today’s lifestyle.

OUR COLLECTIONS



GHOST COLLECTION
Our cabinets can be designed with integrated handles,
creating a handle-less door or drawer front with
sweeping lines. Handle-less systems bring a sleek,
streamlined look to any kitchen.

Frameless cabinets, as opposed to standard framed
cabinets, provide more customizing options, important
storage space, and flexible shelves.

In addition, they provide your kitchen a modern, sleek
appearance that is appropriate for today’s lifestyle.



PROFILE
COLLECTION
The integrated handle features a slightly extruded,
angle-cut aluminum profile that protects the edges.
Frameless cabinets, as opposed to standard framed
cabinets, provide more customizing options, important
storage space, and flexible shelves.

In addition, they provide your kitchen a modern, sleek
appearance that is appropriate for today’s lifestyle.



SHAKER
COLLECTION
Shaker cabinets are known for their square edges or
box-shaped appearance. Think of a wood slab in the
shape of a rectangle and within that box, imagine
another square-shaped box, but slightly smaller.

The overall appearance of shaker-style cabinets
is that of a four-cornered cabinet frame but with
an inset panel. Shaker kitchen cabinets
generally have straight lines and their curves are
usually gentle.



SLIM SHAKER
COLLECTION
This door style is clean and sophisticated. It is perfect
for those who want something a bit more detailed than
a flat Slab door, but not as heavy as the classic shaker
style cabinet door.
The narrow shaker detail gives it a touch of modern
styling while maintaining a classic feel.
Another factor influencing its popularity is due to the
growth in popular design styles such as Mid-Century
Modern, Boho Chic, and Organic Modern. With the
growth of these styles, the micro shaker has found its
place.



OUR COLORS

BARLEYWALLNUT OAK BLACK

WHITEHIGH GLOSS
WHITE CASHMERE GREY DARK GREY

NAVY BLUE



FREE 3D DESIGN
SERVICE



We provide project plans for installed cabinets,
including separate views and precise
measurements.

Our team of experts will create detailed projects
and stunning 3D renders, allowing you to show
your clients exactly how the cabinets will look in
their spaces.

FREE 3D DESIGN
SERVICE



WOULD YOU LIKE
A QUOTE?

+1 321 209 0970
freddy@echoswooddesign.com

SPEAK TO ONE OF OUR CONSULTANTS


